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Fault diagnosis of an ABS system
using Petri nets
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the brake system of a vehicle whose wheels are equipped with Anti-lock
Braking Systems (ABS). We assume that the sensors that are responsible of the activation of the ABS
are subject to faults.
We first show how such a system can be modeled using labeled Petri nets and the notion of
concurrent composition. Then, we show how fault diagnosis and diagnosability analysis can be performed
on such a system using appropriate techniques based on Petri nets.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In automotive an X-by-Wire system is a system controlled through a communication channel
[1]. “By wire” denotes a control system that replaces traditional hydraulic or mechanical linkage
with electronic connections between control units that drive electromechanical actuators.
Such new systems have received a lot of attention by the car manufacturers for several reasons.
First, the purpose of an X-by-Wire system is to assist the driver in different situations and to
make him/her safer for all roads-users. This increases the overall vehicle safety, as the driver
does not have to be concerned of the routine task any more. Another advantage are the lower
costs of production of this type of systems. Furthermore, an X-by-Wire system is also called a
dry system, as the hydraulic are no longer necessary: this leads to a simpler and more easily
maintained system.
In this paper we focus on a Brake-by-Wire system combined with a high level brake function:
the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). The main purpose of ABS is to prevent the wheels on a
motor vehicle from locking up while braking. In modern cars the whole system is composed of
four different ABS, one for each wheel, that work locally and independently. The reliability of
ABS has been studied by several authors [2]–[4]. In particular, in [2] Jerath et al. model the ABS
of a vehicle system using stochastic Petri nets. This developed model includes the failure modes
and effects associated with the failure rates of critical components. In [3] and [4] Mihalache et
al. model the mechanical, electronic and embedded software sub-systems, to design, to check
and to estimate the reliability of the ABS. Their model, that is a stochastic Petri net system,
takes into account the faulty behavior of the different components.
In this paper we first provide a description, in terms of finite state machine, of the brake
system of a wheel. Then, we focus on the ABS and its interaction with the wheel in braking
condition, and propose a Petri net (PN) model of its behavior. We also keep into account the
reliability of the sensor that is responsible of the activation of the ABS. Finally, we discuss
how such a PN model can be used to perform fault diagnosis and diagnosability analysis using
the PN based approaches we proposed in [5]–[7]. We also show that, while certain faults can
be detected locally, other faults need coordinating approaches. The application of appropriate
coordinating approaches, e.g. [8]–[10], is left as a future work.
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II. BACKGROUND

ON

P ETRI NETS

In this section we briefly recall the formalism used in the paper. For more details on PNs we
refer to [11].
A Place/Transition net (P/T net) is a structure N = (P, T, P re, P ost), where P is a set of m
places; T is a set of n transitions; P re : P × T → N and P ost : P × T → N are the pre– and
post– incidence functions that specify the arcs; C = P ost − P re is the incidence matrix.
A marking is a vector M : P → N that assigns to each place of a P/T net a nonnegative
integer number of tokens, represented by black dots. We denote M (p) the marking of place p.
A P/T system or net system hN, M0 i is a net N with an initial marking M0 . A transition t is
enabled at M iff M ≥ P re(· , t) and may fire yielding the marking M 0 = M + C(· , t). We
write M [σi to denote that the sequence of transitions σ = tj1 · · · tjk is enabled at M , and we
write M [σi M 0 to denote that the firing of σ yields M 0 . We also write t ∈ σ to denote that
a transition t is contained in σ. The set of all sequences that are enabled at the initial marking
M0 is denoted L(N, M0 ), i.e., L(N, M0 ) = {σ ∈ T ∗ | M0 [σi}.
A marking M is reachable in hN, M0 i iff there exists a firing sequence σ such that M0 [σi M .
The set of all markings reachable from M0 defines the reachability set of hN, M0 i and is denoted
R(N, M0 ).
A PN having no directed circuits is called acyclic. A net system hN, M0 i is bounded if there
exists a positive constant k such that, for M ∈ R(N, M0 ), M (p) ≤ k.
III. FAULT DIAGNOSIS AND

DIAGNOSABILITY OF

PN S

In this section we provide a short overview of the main definitions and results that will be
useful to perform diagnosis on the considered case study.
A. Fault diagnosis
A labeling function L : T → L ∪ {ε} assigns to each transition t ∈ T either a symbol from
a given alphabet L or the empty string ε.
We denote as Tu the set of transitions whose label is ε, i.e., Tu = {t ∈ T | L(t) = ε}.
Transitions in Tu are called unobservable or silent. We denote as To the set of transitions labeled
with a symbol in L. Transitions in To are called observable because when they fire their label
can be observed. Note that in this paper we assume that the same label l ∈ L can be associated
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to more than one transition. In particular, two transitions t1 , t2 ∈ To are called undistinguishable
if they share the same label, i.e., L(t1 ) = L(t2 ). When a sequence σ is generated the word
w = L(σ) is observed, where L(σ) is the natural extension of the labeling operator to the
sequences, i.e., L : T ∗ → L∗ ∪ {ε}.
Assume that the set of unobservable transitions is partitioned into two subsets, namely Tu =
Tf ∪ Treg where Tf includes all fault transitions (modeling anomalous or fault behavior), while
Treg includes all transitions relative to unobservable but regular events. The set Tf is further
partitioned into r different subsets Tfi , where i = 1, . . . , r, that model the different fault classes.
Definition 3.1: [6] Let hN, M0 i be a labeled net system with labeling function L : T →
L ∪ {ε}, where N = (P, T, P re, P ost) and T = To ∪ Tu . Let w ∈ L∗ be an observed word. We
define
S(w) = {σ ∈ L(N, M0 ) | L(σ) = w}
the set of firing sequences consistent with w ∈ L∗ .

¥

Definition 3.2: [6] A diagnoser is a function ∆ : L∗ × {Tf1 , Tf2 , . . . , Tfr } → {N, U, F } that
associates to each observation w ∈ L∗ and to each fault class Tfi , i = 1, . . . , r, a diagnosis state.
•

∆(w, Tfi ) = N if ∀ σ ∈ S(w) and ∀ tf ∈ Tfi it holds tf 6∈ σ.
In such a case the ith fault cannot have occurred, because none of the firing sequences
consistent with the observation contains fault transitions of class i.

•

∆(w, Tfi ) = U if:
(i) ∃ σ ∈ S(w) and tf ∈ Tfi : tf ∈ σ but
(ii) ∃ σ 0 ∈ S(w) : ∀ tf ∈ Tfi , tf 6∈ σ 0 .
In such a case the ith fault can have occurred or not, because there exists at least one
firing sequence consistent with the observation that contains at least one fault transition of
class i, but there also exists at least one firing sequence consistent with the observation that
contains no fault transition of class i.

•

∆(w, Tfi ) = F if ∀ σ ∈ S(w) ∃ tf ∈ Tfi : tf ∈ σ.
In such a case the ith fault must have occurred, because all firable sequences consistent
with the observation contain at least one fault in Tfi .

¥

Note that in [6] the above definition is slightly different because the uncertain state U is split
into two different states with two different degrees of alarm. However, to simplify the notation,
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such a distinction is not introduced here.
Several approached in the diagnosis framework have been proposed [6], [12]–[15]. In particular, in [6] a systematic approach was given to compute the diagnosis state associated to a
certain observation w and a given fault class i. Such a procedure can be applied to all nets whose
unobservable subnet, i.e., the net obtained removing all observable transitions and places only
connected to them, is acyclic. It is based on the notions of justification and basis marking, and
presents significant advantages in terms of computational complexity [16].
B. Diagnosability
Another problem, strictly related to that of fault diagnosis, is diagnosability.
Definition 3.3: [17] A PN system hN, M0 i having no deadlock after the occurrence of any
transition tf ∈ Tfi , for i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, is diagnosable with respect to the fault class Tfi if there
do not exist two firing sequences σ1 and σ2 ∈ T ∗ satisfying the following four conditions:
•

L(σ1 ) = L(σ2 ), i.e., the sequences have the same observable projection;

•

σ1 ∈ (T \ Tfi )∗ , i.e., σ1 does not contain a fault transition in the fault class Tfi ;

•

there exists at least one fault transition tf ∈ Tfi such that tf ∈ σ2 ,

•

σ2 is of “arbitrary length” after fault tf ∈ Tfi , i.e., there exists at least one decomposition
σ2 = σ20 tf σ200 such that given any k ∈ N you can always pick σ200 such that |σ200 | > k.
¥

The problem of deriving efficient procedures for the diagnosability analysis using PNs has
been addressed in [18] where we consider only bounded PNs and in [7] where is presented a
method that can be applied both to bounded and unbounded PNs.
C. Distributed diagnosis
Due to the intrinsic distributed nature of real systems, such as the application considered in this
paper, several distributed diagnosis techniques, that take advantage of the natural decomposition
of modular systems, have been studied both in the automata [19]–[22] and in the PN setting
[8]–[10], [23]–[25].
In [8] and [9] we recently proposed an approach for diagnosis of PNs with decentralized
information that combines the decentralized scheme for automata presented by Debouk et al. in
[20] with the diagnosis approach for PNs presented by Cabasino et al. in [5] and [6]. Moreover
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in [10] we investigated the diagnosability property under decentralization. Finally, we gave a
procedure to detect the presence of failure ambiguous strings based on the construction of a
particular net called Modified Verifier Net (MVN).
IV. T HE BRAKE SYSTEM

OF A WHEEL

In this section we describe the functioning of a brake system of a wheel equipped with an
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS).
The ABS is an electronic brake safety system which prevents the wheels on a motor vehicle
from locking up while braking. The whole system is composed of four different ABS, one for
each wheel, that work locally and independently. Usually in a braking system with ABS there
are two brake conditions:
•

Normal brake is the condition when the ABS is not operating and the braking force is
continuously applied to the wheel.

•

Safety Brake is the condition when the ABS is operating and in this case the braking force
applied to the wheel is modulated in order to prevent the wheel to lock.

The considered system consists of a global controller (GC) and 4 local controllers (L1 , . . . , L4 ),
each one corresponding to a different wheel, as sketched in Fig. 1. The global controller receives
4 different signals (square waves) from a fly wheel, denoted y1 , . . . , y4 , respectively. Such signals
are elaborated in a reliable way by the GC and 4 different estimates of the velocities of the 4
wheels are obtained, denoted VG1 , . . . , VG4 , respectively. On the basis of them GC computes an
estimate of the vehicle velocity Vv . Finally, the value of the pedal ratio Fp is obtained on the
basis of the pedal position Pp and the pedal force Pf .
The generic i-th local controller has three different inputs. The first one is equal to yi and
comes from the fly wheel; the other two inputs come from GC and are the same for all wheels,
i.e., Fp and Vv . The local controller Li elaborates its brake force F bi and its own estimate of the
wheel velocity VLi on the basis of yi . Note that the estimates of the wheel velocity performed by
local controllers are always less reliable than the estimates performed by the global controller,
and this depends on the computational capabilities of the single micro-controllers. Furthermore,
each local controller computes a minimum expected value of the corresponding wheel velocity
based on the current values of the pedal force and the vehicle velocity. In the case of the generic
i-th local controller the minimum expected value of the wheel velocity is denoted VEi .
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y1

VG1

y4
y1 Fp Vv

GC

VG4

Vv=g(VG1, …, VG4)
Fp=h(Pp, Pf)

L1

VL1 VE1 Fb1=l(Fp, Vv, VL1)

y4 Fp Vv

L4

….

4
4
Fb4=l(Fp , Vv , VL4)VE VL

GC = Global controller
Li = i-th local controller
yi = Signal from the i-th fly wheel
VGi = i-th velocity calculated by GC
Fp = pedal ratio
Pp = pedal position
Pf = pedal force
Vv = vehicle velocity
VLi = i-th velocity calculated by Li
VEi = i-th min. exp. velocity calculated by Li
Fbi = i-th brake force
Fig. 1.

A scheme of the global controller and the 4 local controllers of the considered Brake-by-Wire system.

The ABS of the i-th wheel should be activated whenever the driver is braking and VLi < VEi ,
that corresponds to the detection of the wheel in a locked condition by an appropriate sensor.
The finite state machine model of the brake system relative to the generic ith wheel is reported
in Fig. 2. It consists of 5 states that correspond to 5 different operating conditions of the local
controller: idle, normal braking, static braking, safety braking and release.
•

The idle state s0 corresponds to the condition when the brake is not active.

•

Normal braking s1 is the condition when the brake is active but the ABS is not operating.

•

Static braking s2 is the condition when the driver is braking and the vehicle velocity is
under a given threshold Vstop .

•

Safety braking s3 is the condition when the ABS is on.

•

Release state s4 is achieved as soon as the driver stops braking. Such a condition is
maintained no longer than a given time interval tre .

Finally, the events corresponding to active or inactive brake are denoted bon and bof f , respecJanuary 9, 2012
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bon & (VLi ≥VEi)
& (Vv > Vstop)

bon & (VLi < VEi) & (Vv > Vstop)
i
i
s1 bon & (VL ≥ VE ) &(Vv >Vstop)

bon & (Vv > Vstop)

bon &(VLi < VEi)
& (Vv > Vstop)

s3

boff
s0

bon &
bon &
(Vv ≤ Vstop)
(Vv ≤ Vstop)

boff
boff

s4

boff
bon & s2
(Vv ≤ Vstop)

boff &
(t’ > tre)

Fig. 2.

boff &
(t’ ≤ tre)

s0: idle
s1: normal braking
s2: static braking
s3: safety braking
s4: release

The finite state machine model of the brake system relative to a generic wheel.

tively.
If the system is in the idle state s0 , it remains in such a state until the brake remains inactive
(bof f ). If the brake becomes active (event bon happens), two different cases may occur, depending
on the vehicle velocity Vv . If Vv ≤ Vstop , then the system enters the static brake condition s2 ; on
the contrary, if Vv > Vstop , the system goes in the normal brake condition s1 . When the system
is in s1 , three different cases may happen. First, the ABS may become active (the state s3 is
reached), and this occurs if the driver is still braking and the wheel is a locking condition, i.e.,
VLi < VEi and Vv > Vstop . Second, if the driver is braking but the vehicle velocity is very low,
the system enters in the static braking system s2 . Finally, if the driver stops braking, the system
enters in the release state s4 . And so on.
V. P ETRI NET MODEL OF THE ABS

IN THE PRESENCE OF STUCK - AT ON FAULTS

In this section we present a PN model representative of the overall behavior of the ABS
and its interaction with the wheel in braking conditions (see states s1 and s3 in Fig. 2). The
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ai
bi
ti1

Fig. 3.

pi1

ai: VLi < VEi

ci

ti2
di

pi2

ti6

pi4

ai
ti3
bi

pi3

ci: activation ABS
bi: VLi

ti4

≥

VEi

di: deactivation ABS

ti5

Model 1: the ABS activation model

proposed model also includes the behavior of a sensor whose observations are responsible of the
activation/deactivation of the ABS. We assume that such a sensor is subject to faults. In particular,
we focus on stuck-at-on faults, i.e., the sensor permanently observes a locking condition on the
wheel regardless of its actual condition. This implies that the ABS remains permanently active
even if the wheel is not locked.
Such a behavior can be described by the parallel composition of three different systems:
•

Model 1: the ABS activation model,

•

Model 2: the sensor/wheel model,

•

Model 3: the model of the grip loss and recovery.

A. Model 1: the ABS activation model
The ABS activation model describes the events that lead to the activation and deactivation
of the ABS. In this case the braking system with ABS is changing its condition from normal
braking to safety braking and viceversa. The PN system modeling the ABS activation is shown
in Fig. 3. The set of events, that are all observable, includes:
ai : represents the condition VLi < VEi (observed locked wheel);
ci : represents the activation of the ABS on the ith wheel;
bi : represents the condition VLi ≥ VEi (observed unlocked wheel);
di : represents the deactivation of the ABS on the ith wheel.
We denote event ai as observed locked wheel because when such an event is observed, we
conclude that wheel is locked and the ABS needs to be activated. On the contrary, we denote
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event bi as observed unlocked wheel to point out that when such an event is observed, we can
conclude that the wheel is unlocked, thus the ABS should not be active.
The functioning of the ABS activation model for the ith wheel is depicted in Fig. 3 and can be
summarized as follows. When the driver brakes two different cases may happen. First, the speed
VLi locally detected is greater than or equal to the minimum expected value VEi : in such a case
event bi occurs, i.e., no lock of the wheel is detected. Alternatively, the speed measured locally
VLi is smaller than the minimum expected value ViE , i.e., the locking of the wheel is detected
(event ai occurs) and the ABS should be activated (event ci ). Once the ABS is activated, either
we continue to observe the wheel in a locking state (event ai ), thus the ABS remains active, or
no locking is observed (event bi ) and the ABS has to be deactivated (event di ).
B. Model 2: the sensor/wheel model
Let us now consider an abstraction of the physical conditions of the wheel and the sensor
that detects possible locking conditions of the wheel modeled by a PN system. This system is
shown in Fig. 4 where ai and bi are the observable events introduced in the previous subsection,
while the set of unobservable events includes:
εigl : represents the grip loss by the ith wheel;
εigr : represents the grip recovery by the ith wheel;
εif : models the stuck-at-on fault of the sensor pertaining to the ith wheel: the occurrence of
such an event implies that the sensor permanently observes the wheel in a locking condition.
Fig. 4 shows that the ith sensor/wheel can be in three different conditions: grip, skid or faulty.
In particular, the grip condition is depicted in black, the skid condition in blue and the fault
condition in red. Let us now describe the three conditions separately.
The grip condition implies that the speed detected locally is always greater than or equal to
the minimum expected value, thus in such condition events bi is generated (observed unlocked
wheel). However, it may happen that event ai (observed locked wheel) is also generated according
to the following assumption.
(A1) When the system is in grip condition only one inaccurate measurement is allowed. This
means that event ai may be observed even if the system is in grip condition but this could
happen only for one cycle. This is a realistic assumption due to the inaccuracy of the
measurement system (fly wheel).
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εif
pi8

pi9
a

bi

pi5

i

Skid

pi6

ti8

ti9
i

ti13 ε gl

ti10

ai

Faulty

ti15

bi

ti7

εigr

Grip

ti14

εigl

ti11

pi7
ai
Fig. 4.

ti12

Model 2: the sensor/wheel model

When the system is in grip condition it may happen that the wheel skids. The loss of grip
is modeled by the unobservable event labeled εigl . After its occurrence, the only event that can
be generated is ai . The wheel may pass from skid to grip with the unobservable event εigr that
models a recovery of grip.
Finally, due to the sensor reliability, a stuck-at-on fault may occur. In particular, such a fault
may occur both in grip and in skid condition. Since it is a stuck-at-on fault, its occurrence disables
the occurrence of event bi and enables the only event ai both in grip and in skid condition.
C. Model 3: the model of the grip loss and recovery
Let us now consider the model of the grip loss and recovery whose PN system is shown in
Fig. 5. The events set is composed by: ai , bi , εigl , εigr , εif already illustrated above.
As it can be easily argued by looking at Fig. 5, this model is based on the following
assumptions:
(A2) The minimum number of steps in which the grip can be recovered is one, while the maximum
number of steps in which the grip can be recovered is three.
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ai

i
ti25 ε f

εif

εigl

a i , bi
ti16
bi

pi10

ti17

ti24

pi15

i

ti31

i
ti27 ε f

ti26 ε f

ai

ti28 εif

ai

pi11 i
t 18
εigr

pi12

ti19

ti29 εif

ti30

ai
pi13

ti20

pi14

ti21 εigr
ti22

εigr
ti23

Fig. 5.

Model 3: the model of the grip loss and recovery

(A3) Between the recovery of grip and a new loss of grip event bi occurs at least once.
We want to remark that both the minimum and maximum number of steps have been chosen
very small to keep the resulting PN small. However, this does not affect the generality of the
model, indeed the same approach can be used when both these two parameters vary, slightly
modifying the net structure in Fig. 5 with no relevant impact in the application of the fault
diagnosis procedure presented in the following section. In particular, different numbers of such
parameters do not change the results on the diagnosability analysis.
D. The global model: ABS system for the ith wheel
The ABS system for the ith wheel is modeled by the concurrent composition [11] of the PN
systems shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In particular, the global model has 16 places,
equal to the sum of the number of places of the three models. The concurrent composition
synchronizes all transitions of the three models having the same label. Moreover, we apply the
synchronization also to the unobservable transitions having the same “unobservable label”. This
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is because, although they correspond to unobservable events, when they occur, e.g. a grip loss
εgl , all models have to take into account it. Thus, the global model has:
•

30 transitions relative to label ai ;

•

8 transitions relative to label bi ;

•

1 transitions relative to label ci ;

•

1 transitions relative to label di ;

•

2 transitions relative to label εigl ;

•

3 transitions relative to label εigr ;

•

6 transitions relative to label εif .

For the sake of brevity the resulting PN system is not reported here. The reachability graph
of the total model contains 24 states and it is not reported here as well for the sake of brevity.
VI. D IAGNOSIS AND DIAGNOSABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE ABS

SYSTEM

In this section we first discuss some preliminary results we obtained using the above PN model
of the brake system to perform fault diagnosis and analyze diagnosability. Then, we discuss how
the proposed PN model can be extended to deal with other, possibly more general, kinds of
faults.
Diagnosis on the stuck-at-on fault can be carried out locally, i.e., considering the ABS system
pertaining to a single wheel, using the procedure in [6].
Moreover, diagnosability analysis has been performed using the approach we proposed in [7].
Such a procedure requires the computation of a particular net, called Verifier Net (VN), and the
analysis of its reachability graph. The VN has 32 places and 982 transitions and its reachability
graph has 88 states. The approach allows us to determine that the stuck-at-on fault is locally
diagnosable, i.e., its occurrence can be detected by only looking at the brake system of a single
wheel, without interaction with the other wheels. In particular, it is diagnosable in 6 steps, i.e.,
after the fault occurs the maximum number of steps that occur after its detection is 6. In fact,
after the fault occurs the global model will generate only event ci or di at most once and event
ai an infinite number of times. However, in nominal condition the global model, according to
assumption (A2), will recover the grip after at most three steps. Thus as soon as the occurrence
of the fourth ai is observed the fault is detected.
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εif
t2
p1

ε jf
t1

Fig. 6.

Relation between the faults of a pair of wheels.

The above PN models can be easily modified to consider other kinds of faults. In particular,
we already studied the diagnosability properties of the system subject to stuck-at-off fault on
the sensor and proved that in such a case the fault is not locally diagnosable. Detailed results
on this are omitted here for the sake of brevity. However, such a result enables us to conclude
that in the presence of stuck-at-off faults we need to apply distributed diagnosis techniques to
understand if a larger system, including more than one wheel, is diagnosable. To this purpose we
may apply the approaches in [9] and [10], where local diagnosers communicate with a central
coordinator to elaborate a global diagnosis state.
Finally, the above PN models, eventually modified, can also be used to investigate if the
system is diagnosable when stuck-at-on and stuck-at-off faults are considered simultaneously.
An overview of the results we obtained and those that still represent an open issue, is
summarized in Table I.
Locally diagnosable

Globally diagnosable

Stuck at on

Yes

Yes

Stuck at off

No

?

Stuck at on & off

?

?

TABLE I
A N OVERVIEW OF KNOWN AND OPEN DIAGNOSABILITY RESULTS .
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present a PN model of an Anti-lock
Braking Systems (ABS) whose sensor, that is responsible of the activation of the ABS, is subject
to faults. Secondly, we show how fault diagnosis and diagnosability analysis can be performed
on such a system using appropriate techniques based on Petri nets. It is also shown how, while
in certain cases diagnosis may be performed locally, in other cases distributed diagnosis may be
necessary.
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